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Abstract—Hacking exercises are a common tool for security
education, but there is limited investigation of how they teach
security concepts and whether they follow pedagogical best
practices. This paper enumerates the pedagogical practices of
31 popular online hacking exercises. Specifically, we derive a set
of pedagogical dimensions from the general learning sciences and
educational literature, tailored to hacking exercises, and review
whether and how each exercise implements each pedagogical di-
mension. In addition, we interview the organizers of 15 exercises
to understand challenges and tradeoffs that may occur when
choosing whether and how to implement each dimension.

We found hacking exercises generally were tailored to students’
prior security experience and support learning by limiting extra-
neous load and establishing helpful online communities. Con-
versely, few exercises explicitly provide overarching conceptual
structure or direct support for metacognition to help students
transfer learned knowledge to new contexts. Immediate and
tailored feedback and secure development practice were also
uncommon. Additionally, we observed a tradeoff between provid-
ing realistic challenges and burdening students with extraneous
cognitive load, with benefits and drawbacks at any point on this
axis. Based on our results, we make suggestions for exercise
improvement and future work to support organizers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, the security community has used online hacking
exercises to provide practical education, exposing participants
to a variety of vulnerabilities and security concepts. In
these exercises, participants demonstrate their security concept
understanding by finding, exploiting, and sometimes fixing
vulnerabilities in programs. Exercises offer discrete practice
sets that can be undertaken in a modular fashion, similarly
to practice problems commonly included at the end of each
chapter in mathematics textbooks. In fact, hacking exercises are
commonly considered useful educational tools, with security
experts often reporting that they rely on them for their
education [1], bug bounty platforms directing those interested
in security to start with these exercises [2], [3], and a significant
amount of recent security-education work focuses on creating
new exercises [4]–[10]. Further, prior work has provided some
evidence that hacking exercises can provide valuable immediate
feedback to learners in academic settings [7], [11]–[14].

However, analysis of hacking exercises as educational tools
is limited. First, many studies only consider a sparse few
exercises [4]–[10], [13], [15], [16], limiting understanding of
the broad set of popular exercises. Prior work also focuses on
a few specific measures of learning and engagement [5]–[8],
[12], [17], making the evidence narrow. In particular, learning
factors which are difficult to control for and measure are rarely
considered. Overall, exercise organizers have limited guidance
for building effective exercises, educators do not know which

exercises provide the most effective learning, and researchers
do not have a broad view of the landscape of current exercises.

As a step toward expanding this analysis, we review online
hacking exercises to address two main research questions:
• RQ1: Do currently available exercises apply general

pedagogical principles suggested by the learning sciences
literature? If so, how are these principles implemented?

• RQ2: How do exercise organizers consider which princi-
ples to implement?

To answer these questions we performed an in-depth qual-
itative review of 31 popular online hacking exercises (67%
of all online exercises we identified). As part of our analysis,
we completed a sample of 313 unique challenges from these
31 exercises. We evaluated each exercise against a set of
recommended pedagogical principles grounded in learning
theory [18], [19]. We base our approach on previous curriculum
evaluation efforts [20], tailoring the pedagogical principles we
use for applicability to hacking exercises. Further, we interview
the organizers of 15 exercises to understand how they consider
which principles to implement.

We found that no exercise implemented every pedagogical
principle, but most were implemented by at least some exercises,
some in unique and creative ways. Notable exceptions include
that many exercises do not provide structure to help students
organize knowledge, or feedback to guide their progress
through learning objectives. Few organizers had considered
metacognition, i.e., helping students consider what and how
much they have learned at a high level. We also found that
some pedagogical principles are in tension with each other —
such as balancing difficulty with realism — while others are in
tension with the competitive origin of many exercises. Finally,
we find that community participation brings many benefits, but
must be carefully managed to ensure educational structures are
maintained. From these results, we distill recommendations for
improving exercises and future work to support organizers.

II. METHODS

To understand the current landscape of online hacking
exercises, we performed a two-phase study: a qualitative review
of popular online exercises and interviews with the organizers
of these exercises. Here, we discuss how we selected exercises
for review, our review process, and our interview protocol.

A. Exercise Selection

There are many kinds of resources available to security stu-
dents, such as vulnerability write-ups, certifications, academic
coursework, and books. To limit our inquiry’s scope, we focus



on online educational exercises—commonly recommended by
security experts [1]—, which meet the following criteria:
• Educational – Because we are evaluating the educational

benefit of each exercise, we only include exercises which
explicitly state education as a goal. We do not consider
competitions, such as the DefCon Qualifiers, whose goal
is to identify the “best” hackers.

• Hands-on – Exercises must include a hands-on component
requiring students to actively practice security concepts.
This component could be the central focus of the exercise—
as in many CTFs—or auxiliary, e.g., presented after a
series of associated lectures.

• Online and publicly accessible - We focused on online
exercises so we could analyze them by actually partici-
pating, rather than making possibly incorrect assumptions
based on an offline exercise’s description.

• Popular – We opted to focus on popular exercises students
are most likely to participate in. To estimate a site’s
popularity, we used its Tranco rank—a secure method
for ranking sites based on user visits [21] — . as of
October 15th, 2019. Because Tranco only tracks the top
one million sites, we used Alexa rankings if no Tranco
ranking was available. Each site’s rank is given in Table I.1

Because we focused on explicitly educational and popular
exercises, many of the exercises we reviewed had funding
support, either by offering a paid version of the exercise
(e.g., HackEDU, HackTheBox, Mr. Code, Vulnhub), receiving
funding through a parent company (e.g., Google supports
gCTF and the SANS Institute supports GirlsGo CyberStart),
or through grant funding (e.g., picoCTF, BIBIFI). As a result,
several organizers we interviewed could dedicate time and
resources to improving students’ educational experience, which
is not necessarily common among CTFs run by professionals
in their spare time or university student clubs [22].

1) Exercise Identification: To identify exercises meeting our
criteria, we first contacted eight security education experts
recruited through one author’s personal and professional
relationships. We asked each to recommend exercises, publicly
available lists of exercises, and possible search keywords. Based
on their recommendations, we performed Google searches
with all possible combinations of “cybersecurity,” “computer
security,” and “security” with “capture the flag,” “CTF,” and
“war games,” as well as “hacking exercises.” We reviewed the
first 10 result pages per query for candidates. We also reviewed
curated exercise lists suggested by our experts [23]–[27].

For each exercise and recommendation list identified, we also
reviewed the top three similar sites identified by Alexa.com.2

After this search, the security education experts reviewed our
list to identify any missing exercises and add other terms or
lists they had previously mentioned. We continued this process
until no new exercises were identified, in October 2019.

1This ranking indicates a domain’s popularity, not the exercise’s specific
sub-domain, introducing some ambiguity (e.g., gCTF benefits in ranking from
its location at withgoogle.com). However, this was not a common problem in
our data, so we believe this popularity ranking is a reasonable approximation.

2https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo

While almost all the exercises we identified were joinable
year-round, many were initially designed as a live, short-
term competition. We expected the initial participation context
to affect exercise structure, so for comparison purposes, we
assigned each exercise to one of two categories:
• Synchronous (N=13) – Designed for simultaneous partic-

ipation over a short time period (i.e.,a few days or weeks).
This includes most capture-the-flag (CTF) competitions.
Challenges from these exercises are made available after
the competition for more students to try at their own pace.

• Asynchronous (N=18) – Designed for participation at any
time at the student’s pace; often referred to as “wargames.”

2) Sample Selection: We identified 45 exercises meeting
our criteria (18 Synchronous, 27 Asynchronous). To balance
completeness with manual effort, we sampled about 66% for
in-depth review. To focus on exercises reaching the most
participants, we began with the top 30% (by popularity rank) in
each group. We then randomly sampled the remaining exercises
until we selected about 66% of each group. We include less
visited exercises to account for those still growing in popularity.
The final list of exercises is given in Table I. Note, some authors
are affiliated with BIBIFI, which was randomly selected during
this phase. We did not exclude it to ensure representation of
attack-defense-style exercises. To expand this category beyond
BIBIFI, we purposively added one more exercise (iCTF), and
worked with its organizers to enable analysis despite its highly
synchronous (not typically joinable at any time) structure,
bringing the total set of reviewed exercises to 31.

B. Pedagogical Review (RQ1)

To identify pedagogical principles, we drew on previous
efforts to synthesize major theoretical and empirical learn-
ing sciences and education research findings into actionable
principles [18]. This led us to five core pedagogical prin-
ciples: connecting to learners’ prior knowledge [28], [29],
organizing declarative knowledge [18], active practice and
feedback [19], [30], encouraging metacognitive learning [31],
[32], and establishing a supportive and collaborative learning
environment [19]. These principles are understood to support
human learning generally. While there is little evidence specific
to security education for these principles [5], [7], [15], they
have been found effective in related domains (i.e., various
STEM fields including computer science education), so we
expect them to apply to security education as well.

To identify actionable dimensions for each principle, we
started with 24 dimensions used by Kim and Ko [20] in their
similar review of online programming exercises. Two authors
then tailored these dimensions through collaborative open
coding of five exercises. For example, Kim and Ko considered
whether students wrote code during tutorials as a dimension
of the active practice and feedback principle. We modify this
by asking whether students are required to practice exploiting
programs and writing secure code. Additionally, Kim and Ko
did not consider establishing a supportive and collaborative
learning environment because online programming tutorials
are typically used in isolation. Because we observed that the
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communities around exercises were an important factor, we
added this principle to our review. This process resulted in 30
total pedagogical dimensions, across the 5 core principles. We
discuss each dimension in further detail in Section III.

For each selected exercise, two researchers independently
evaluated each exercise qualitatively coding implementation
of the pedagogical dimensions. For reporting simplicity, we
used three levels: yes ( ), no (#), and partial (G#), as shown
in Table I. Using an open coding approach, we defined each
dimension’s levels based on analyzed exercises. That is, the
difference between a partial and a complete implementation
emerged from our exercise review. In most cases, “yes”
indicates frequent dimension implementation across challenges.
Conversely, “partial” indicates the dimension was implemented,
but only in one or two of challenges, and “no” means the
dimension was not implemented at all in the exercise. We
used this approach, rather than setting a challenge-percentage
threshold, in order to account for variation across dimensions.
We ensure consistency using a dual-coder agreement process,
described below. We give specific examples of dimension levels
in Section III when they differ from this general definition.

For each exercise, we performed a broad review of all
website components (e.g., FAQs, initial instructions, challenge
categories, forums, additional resource pages, etc.) to under-
stand the information students might view. Next, we completed
at least one logical exercise unit (e.g., all challenges in a
category or a single specified path through the exercise). If
no logical relationship was present, we completed challenges
until we reached saturation: when we observed no additional
pedagogical methods [33, pg. 113-115]. In all cases, we
completed at least five challenges.3 On average, we completed
nine challenges per exercise (313 total; median 9.5; maximum
17). Because we focused on information presentation and not
difficulty, we followed published challenge walkthroughs when
available, allowing us to review complex challenges quickly.
Note that we explicitly targeted mostly challenges marked as
less difficult by challenge authors, as we expected organizers to
provide the most pedagogical support to earlier-stage students;
this was confirmed in our organizer interviews. However, we
did review multiple challenges rated as more difficult by the
organizers in each exercise to ensure a complete view.

Finally, we reviewed our results with the organizers of 14
exercises to determine whether challenges we did not review
implemented additional pedagogy (see Section II-C). Only
minor updates were made in these reviews.

After establishing our initial codebook, two researchers
independently reviewed 20 exercises, comparing results af-
ter every five exercises for inter-rater reliability. (In cases
where the dimension could be assessed without any judgment
decisions, inter-rater reliability was not calculated, as it is
unnecessary [34]. For example, when evaluating whether
solutions were available, we assigned “yes” if the exercise
offered direct links to solutions or we could find them on a
google search’s first page.) To measure inter-rater reliability,

3One exception: We completed the only three free HackEDU challenges.

we used Krippendorff’s Alpha (α), which accounts for chance
agreements [35]. After each round, the researchers resolved
coding differences, modified the codebook when necessary,
and re-coded previously reviewed exercises. This process
was repeated until an α of at least 0.8—the recommended
result reliability threshold [35]—was achieved. The remaining
exercises were divided evenly between the two researchers.
Final α values are given in the first row of Table I.

C. Organizer Interviews (RQ2)

Because we did not review every challenge in each exercise,
we offered organizers an opportunity to provide clarifying
information. Also, to answer our second research question,
we needed additional context from organizers to understand
their decision-making process. As such, we reached out to the
organizers of all 31 exercises. For BIBIFI, with which two
authors are affiliated, we interviewed the exercise’s original
architect who was not involved with this paper. We gave each
organizer a report describing our review and invited them to
participate in a 45 minute structured interview or respond
to our review via email. Each report gave all pedagogical
dimension definitions, our coding for their exercise, and the
reasoning behind our decisions. In our report and throughout
our interviews, we were careful to emphasize that our goal
was to understand their decision-making, not critique it. We
made sure to adopt a constructive tone rather than presenting
findings in an accusatory manner. We let organizers know
we invited and expected disagreements with our evaluation, as
there were likely elements or viewpoints we had not considered.
Fifteen organizers responded to our report, 13 participated in
a video-call interview and 2 answered our questions via email.

In our interviews, we walked organizers through the report
and asked whether they agreed with our assessment and if not,
why. Based on organizer feedback, we revisited our results,
making updates as needed when the organizers pointed us to
challenges or other portions of the site we may have missed.
Changes were made based on nine of the 15 responses: two
changes each for two exercises, and one change each for the
other seven. Updates are indicated with a ‡ in Table I.

For dimensions not implemented, we asked organizers if they
considered the dimension when building their exercise and if so,
why they chose not to implement it. Our interview protocol is
given in Appendix A. Because this study component constituted
human-subjects research, it was reviewed and approved by our
organization’s ethics review board. All raw records, including
organizers’ identifying information, were maintained securely.

To identify themes in organizers’ decision-making, we again
performed open coding of organizers’ reasons not to implement
dimensions. Responding organizers are shown in Table I. To
establish our codebook (Appendix B), two researchers reviewed
three responses together. Then, those researchers independently
coded 12 responses, comparing codes after every three until
attaining sufficient inter-rater reliability (α = 0.86) [35]. The
researchers divided the remaining interviews evenly.



D. Limitations

Our study has several limitations inherent to our review and
sampling method, and some common to exploratory qualitative
research. First, because many pedagogical dimensions have
not yet been evaluated specifically in the security education
setting, we cannot say which pedagogy are most effective,
how they interact, or how effective they are in varying
specific contexts (e.g., effect of narrative for simpler vs.
harder challenges). Future work is necessary to answer these
specific questions, but evidence from other disciplines strongly
suggests that implementing each pedagogical dimension is
very likely beneficial in general (other things being equal).
This paper is instead intended to map the choices made in
current exercises, highlighting tradeoffs based on organizers’
practical experiences. This can guide future organizers to make
intentional choices about pedagogy and future research to
consider specific tradeoffs and contexts to evaluate.

Next, it is likely that we did not identify all candidate
exercises meeting our stated criteria. Additionally, because
we only review a sample of exercises, we may have missed
a particularly good implementation of some pedagogical
dimension. However, because of our thorough search process
and weighting our sample toward more popular exercises, our
results are likely representative of most students’ experience.

In our pedagogical review, we adopt a conservative approach,
checking whether a dimension is implemented, but not whether
it is implemented well. We did this to broadly evaluate the types
of pedagogy considered and establish an initial understanding
of the current landscape. However, we cannot make statements
about the efficacy of specific approaches. We encourage future
work to build on our established roadmap.

Further, there is likely self-selection bias in which organizers
agreed to be interviewed. In general, organizers who are more
engaged in supporting student learning may be more likely to
respond to a request to discuss pedagogy. We also observed
anecdotally that organizers who implemented more pedagogical
dimensions were more likely to agree to an interview. While this
may reflect engagement in pedagogy, it may also indicate that—
despite our best attempts to ensure our feedback was positive
and constructive—some organizers found our comments or
interview request pejorative. In addition, social desirability bias
suggests that organizers may (consciously or unconsciously)
tailor their responses to appear in the best possible light.
To partially mitigate this, we only revised our dimension
assessments if organizers identified exercise elements we
missed in our initial review, but did not allow organizers to
argue for pedagogical dimension redefinition to better suit their
exercise. Overall, our findings regarding organizer decision-
making should be interpreted within this context, and may
reflect a higher-than-average degree of interest in improving
student learning. Nonetheless, we believe they provide novel
insights into security education and directions for future work.

Finally, in the next section, we give the number of exercises
(N) and organizers (O) that demonstrated or expressed, respec-
tively, concepts, to indicate prevalence. If an organizer did not

indicate a specific reason for not implementing a pedagogical
dimension, this does not necessarily indicate disagreement;
instead, they may have simply failed to mention it.

III. RESULTS

Final review results are given in Tables I and II. Each exercise
was assessed on all 30 pedagogical dimensions. Exercises
are grouped into synchronous and asynchronous, then sorted
by popularity. Overall, we found that while some exercises
implemented more pedagogical dimensions than others, no
exercise implemented all dimensions. Additionally, we observed
innovative approaches to education distributed among all
exercises. We organize our discussion around the five core
principles, considering each evaluated dimension in detail. For
brevity, we only discuss the 23 dimensions included in Table I,
which exhibited reasonable differentiation between exercises.
The remaining 7 dimensions can be found in Appendix C.

A. Connecting to students’ prior knowledge

Learning science research shows that people develop new
knowledge based on pre-existing knowledge, including facts,
perceptions, beliefs, values, and attitudes [28], [29], [66]–[68].
Students interpret new information through their current world
view, and they bring a variety of prior experiences into learning.

Students develop understanding through the production of
analogies and connections to previously learned concepts—
in the same domain or otherwise. The prior knowledge a
student brings to a new context can facilitate learning if it is
accurate and complete, or hinder learning if not. Therefore,
careful consideration of the students’ prior knowledge and deep
connection to and activation of that knowledge should help
students successfully build new knowledge.

Additionally, supporting tailored education positively affects
student motivation. If challenges are appropriately tailored to
the student, they will be less likely to feel out of their depth,
instead growing their confidence in their learning ability [69].

To evaluate how exercises connected to students’ prior knowl-
edge, we considered two dimension groups: personalization
and utilization.

1) Personalization: Each student has a unique background,
so exercises should adjust challenge presentation and dif-
ficulty to account for these differences, or target specific
sub-populations [70]. We considered three personalization
dimensions we believe (based on prior work in security [1],
[71]–[74] and learning science [29], [66]) likely affect learning
background: age, educational status, and security experience.

Experience-based personalization was common. Most
(N=23) exercises allow some personalization by experience.
These exercises used a mix of difficulty indicators, including
difficulty labels (e.g., Easy, Medium, Hard) (N=10), the number
of other students who have solved the challenge (N=15), and
point values (i.e., more points indicate increased difficulty)
(N=18). This guides participants to problems appropriate to
their experience level, avoiding burnout on problems beyond
their reach or boredom with challenges they can easily solve.
This student-guided personalization can also give autonomy,
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α 1 1 0.8 1 1 1 – – – 1 – 1 – 0.9 – 0.8 0.8 – – – 0.8 1 1

Exercise Rank1

Synchronous

gCTF† [36] 1.4 # # G# G# G# G# # #  # # #   G# # # # # # # #  

iCTF† [37] 1.4    # # # # #  G#    G# # # # # # # G#‡ G#  

Infosec Institute
[38]

14.1 # #  # # # # # # # # # #   # #   # # # #

picoCTF† [39] 149.8   #    # #  # # #    G# G#       

CSAW365 [40] *1228.1 # #    # # # # # # # #  G# # #  #  # #  

HackEDU [41] *2014.2 # #      # #  G# # G#       # #   

Pwnadventure†

[42]
*2364.7 # # #  G#‡  # #  # # # # # G# # # # # # #  G#

PACTF [43] *9156.0     # # # # # # # G#   G# # # # #     

Angstrom† [44] *11708.9 #      ‡ # # # # # #   G# G# G# # #  #   

HXP CTF [45] − # #   # # # # # # # #  G# G# # # G# G#    G#

BIBIFI† [46] − #  #  # # #  # G#    # #   # #  # # G#

Pwn College†

[47]
−        # # # # G# G# G#     # # #  G#

GirlsGo
CyberStart† [48]

−     #   #  # # #        # G#  ‡  

Asynchronous

HackTheBox†

[49]
97.3 # #   ‡ # # # # #  # G#‡  G# G# # # G# #   # G#

HackthisSite [50] 105.1 # #   #  # #  # # G#   G# # # G# # #  # G#

OverTheWire
[51]

151.3 # # G#  #  # # # # # #   G# # # G# G# #    

Root-me.org†

[52]
172.7 #     G# # # G# G# # G#  G#  G# G#     #  

Vulnhub† [53] 175.8 # # G#  # G# # #  G#‡ # G#  G#  G# #  # # G# #  

Hacker101 [2] 330.4 # #  G# # # # # # # # #   G# # #  #   #  

Hellbound
Hackers [54]

432.8 # #   #  # # #   G#   G# G# #  G# #  # G#

Smash the Stack†

[55]
966.1 # # #    # # # G#‡ # #   G# G# G#   #   #

Microcorruption
[56]

*378.8 # # #    # #  # # # # G# G# G# # # # # #  G#

Pwnable [57] *515.4 # # G#  # # G# # # # G# #    G# G# # # #   #

Cyber Talents
[58]

*528.0 # #   # # # # # # # G# # # G# # # # # # # # G#

XSS-Game† [59] *626.1 # G# #     #  # # G#   G# G# G# # # # G#‡   

Backdoor [60] *949.1 # #   # # # # # # # #   G# G# G#  G# # # #  

Crackmes.one†
[61]

*1011.4 # #   # G#‡ # # # G#‡ # #  #    # # #  #  

CTFlearn [62] *1267.0 # #   # # # # # # # #  G#  # # # # #    

HackerTest [63] *1254.5 # # #    # #  # # #  # G# G# G# # # # #  G#

Mr. Code† [64] *4570.2  #      #  # #  # # # # #  # # #   

IO Wargame [65] *7168.8 # # #  #  # # # # # G#   G#  G# # # #    

1 Visit rank for the website, in thousands - Alexa if *, otherwise, using Tranco ranking which is less prone to tampering [21].
† An organizer from this exercise was interviewed or responded via email to our review.
‡ Rating was changed based on an interview with the exercise organizer.

TABLE I: Results of our pedagogical review of 31 exercises. Each column indicates whether an exercise implemented the
pedagogical dimension fully ( ), partially (G#), or not at all (#).



as the student feels more involved in the learning process and
likely more motivated to continue participation [69].

Difficulty levels and point assignments are not optimal.
These assignments are made based on the best judgment of
the organizers, and it can be hard for students to determine
what “Easy” or “10pts” means. In our review, we observed
multiple cases where more complicated challenges were rated
easier or assigned fewer points than less complex challenges
in the same exercise (4% of challenges reviewed per exercise,
on average). This supports prior findings, which have shown
similar difficulty with labeling [16], commonly due to inconsis-
tencies among multiple challenge authors—a common practice
in security exercises (N=18). The Vulnhub organizer explained
this problem, saying “What you find easy I will find difficult
and vice versa. . . someone new to the industry [might say],
‘This is the first time I’ve seen this, this is really super hard.’
Then give it to a seasoned pen tester and he thinks ‘I saw
that two weeks ago.”’ This could potentially inhibit students’
ability to personalize their learning or their self-confidence.
Several exercises appear to understand this problem. Some
try to mitigate it by allowing students to rate or comment on
exercises (N=5). However, in HackTheBox, challenges can
only be rated after solving the challenge, missing feedback
from a likely important segment of students, i.e., those stuck on
the challenge due to its difficulty. Additionally, two exercises,
picoCTF and Root-me.org, only allow students to indicate
whether they liked the challenge, which might not correlate
with challenge difficulty. Many other organizers provide a
dynamic measure of difficulty based on the number of students
who have solved the challenge (N=15).

Only two exercises activated prior knowledge. While
most exercises implicitly leveraged prior knowledge, only
two—Root-me.org and HackthisSite—activated it by drawing
students’ attention to previously learned concepts they should
remember when trying to solve the challenge. Both did
this by including a list of related prerequisite knowledge
(e.g., HackthisSite listed “some encryption knowledge” as a
prerequisite for a Caesar cipher decryption challenge). By
pointing to specific prior knowledge, an exercise can help the
student select the appropriate knowledge to build on, helping
them avoid potential misconceptions [75].

Some exercises required challenges to be solved in
increasing complexity order. When exercises did not personal-
ize by experience (N=8), they always had hierarchical problem
paths: more complex problems only unlocked after solving
lower-level problems. This could get tedious. For example,
in picoCTF, more experienced students may be frustrated as
they are required to solve several simple problems—designed
for new learners—before they can unlock more interesting
challenges. When asked the reason for this design, the picoCTF
organizers explained it was “just for convenience, since the
year-round version is not really any different from the actual
competition period.” This was a common sentiment among
organizers, with all but the XSS-Game organizers stating
the lack of experience personalization was intentional to
avoid overwhelming new students. XSS-Game’s organizers

forced students to follow a specific path, only unlocking new
challenges when the previous one was solved, to prevent
students from jumping in too far and feeling overwhelmed.

Few exercises personalized based on age or education.
Nine made explicit mention of the age or education level
targeted. The remaining exercises appeared to target university-
level students or above. Pwnadventure’s organizer explained the
exercise was originally designed to be live in conjunction with
the finals of a larger university-level CTF—CSAW CTF [76].
While targeting a more educated audience is likely necessary
for more complicated concepts, it should be clearly stated—
possibly with links to other resources—to help younger, less
educated students who might otherwise be deterred from
hacking exercises entirely. Pwnadventure’s organizer agreed,
saying “It wouldn’t be a bad idea to give people that context
and just say, ‘This is how it was designed. So if you find this
too hard, that’s expected. This was intended for this audience.”’

2) Utilization: For utilization, we checked if knowledge
gained in prior challenges was required to solve later challenges,
building on within-exercise prior knowledge.

Exercise designers build clear challenge concept progres-
sions. Almost all exercises (N=29) include some challenges
(32% of challenges reviewed on average) whose concepts build
on others. As an example, Microcorruption offers a progression
across several challenges to teach buffer overflow concepts.
One challenge requires the student to disassemble the program
and read a hardcoded password string, then the next forces the
student to read the assembly code and understand the stack
to reconstruct the password. Next, the student must exploit a
simple buffer overflow with no mitigations. The progression
continues by adding mitigations to complicate exploitation.

In the two cases where subsequent utilization of knowledge
was not observed (Infosec Institute, iCTF), all the challenges
covered a disparate set of unrelated concepts. This was likely
because these exercises had some of the least number of
challenges, but chose to cover a breadth of topics. We expect
we would have seen subsequent utilization of knowledge if
their organizers added additional challenges.

B. Organizing Declarative Knowledge

Another key to effective learning comes in students’ ability
to transform facts into robust declarative knowledge [18]. To
achieve subject mastery, students must go beyond memorizing
facts or specific tricks, but also organize the underlying abstract
concepts into a structured knowledge base [19], [29], [67],
[68]. Prior work comparing experts and novices has found
that while experts do tend to know more facts, their biggest
improvement comes from the rich structure of their knowledge
base [19]. This allows them to improve recall, recognize
patterns, make analogies with previously observed scenarios,
and identify key differences between contexts, supporting
improved knowledge transfer [19], [77]. In an example (drawn
from similar challenges across several exercises), after solving
a Caesar cipher challenge and then a cryptographic hashing
challenge requiring a dictionary attack, the student should
identify the common cryptographic weakness of limited key



spaces. They can then apply this abstract concept to solve a
future challenge: decrypting text encrypted with RSA where
too-small prime numbers were used to generate the key pair.

To support deeper conceptual understanding, exercises can
organize challenges according to the concepts taught to make
these knowledge structures clear [78], [79]. For this core
principle, we considered how the information was organized
and the context in which it was presented. We also considered
the types of security concepts covered by each exercise, but
found little differentiation across exercises. For brevity, we
leave reporting on these results to Appendix C.

1) Organization: When asked to organize facts, experts often
sort them into hierarchical structures, demonstrating understand-
ing of complex interrelationships [19]. Exercises can use textual
and visual cues to help students make these connections. We
looked at whether exercises grouped challenges by concept,
creating a hierarchy, or highlighted a problem path, showing
linear concept progressions through challenges. We considered
whether exercises went beyond general categorizations (e.g.,
crypto, binary exploitation) and presented lower-level structures
via explicit cues (e.g., textual, visual, or structural) to help
students recognize overarching structure. This differs from
Utilization, as we consider whether relationships are made
explicit, instead of needing to be inferred.

Many exercises lacked explicit structure. Explicit cues,
such as challenge names indicating a concept hierarchy or
defining a progression through conceptually-related problems,
can help students associate individual facts [19], [79]. A
majority (N=18) of exercises did not clearly organize problems
to group challenges with related concepts together. Similarly,
several exercises did not provide a path through more than two
to three challenges as an organizing concept guide (N=12).

Interestingly, almost every exercise that relied on crowd-
submitted challenges (N=6)—useful for reducing organizer
workload while scaling up—did not provide a clear structure.
Vulnhub’s organizer explained “There is metadata for about
a quarter of the challenges on the backend that’s saying, this
one has file inclusion, this one has an apache vulnerability,
whatever. I was going to implement another feature that would
take this metadata and help plot it out. Then VMs went up
and I have never implemented it. . . I’ve just not kept up to
date with it because I was going through everything manually
and you can’t trust each author’s opinion.” The authors of
Root-me.org, by contrast, do present author-provided metadata;
their response did not clarify whether this metadata is reviewed
(requiring added organizer effort) or not. We note that even
in this case, the author-provided categorizations are typically
quite broad; fine-grained connections are typically signaled
only when a single author develops a set of challenges with
incrementing names, showing a progression (45% of challenges
reviewed included fine-grained connections).

2) Context: We also reviewed the context within which
concepts were organized, which can potentially impact infor-
mation retention and conceptualization [18], [19], [78]. We
considered four dimensions. First, whether authoritative content
was presented with the challenge (e.g., video or textual lecture).

Next, we asked whether the exercise used a goal-driven project
approach, which could help with engagement as students see
how individual challenges fit within a broader, more realistic
context [30]. We also considered whether any overarching
story or narrative was provided to connect learning, as people
are more likely to remember information when presented in
narrative form [80]. Finally, we assessed whether any challenge
programs demonstrated realistic complexity. We note that there
is significant benefit in simplified challenges, which limit
repetitive tasks (e.g., port scanning), focus student attention
on specific problems [81], [82], and provide less experienced
students an entry point. However, including some realistic
challenges could help students see concept relevance, improving
intrinsic motivation [69], and could also support knowledge
transfer [77] and the development of practical skills [83].

Stories are the only commonly used method. Many
exercises included narrative elements (N=12). The GirlsGo
CyberStart organizer said they chose to embed each challenge
within a narrative to teach: “Why is a hacker or bad guy using
this action? As an educator, you’re trying not to just state facts
and have them absorb them or try a technique and just do
it. You want to give context.” While narrative was used in
fewer than half of exercises, it was by far the most prevalent
practice. Few exercises used lectures (N=6), and only one
included challenges with sub-tasks that had to be solved to
together achieve an overarching goal. Organizers who did not
include these contextual elements (O=4) explained they “got
in the way of [challenge author] creativity” (Angstrom) (O=2)
or do not apply when challenges are“submitted by several
different people” (O=2) (Crackmes.one). These organizers
agreed that adding context could help students, but would
require significant effort and might reduce the number and
uniqueness of challenges, with a net-negative effect on learning.

Few exercises included realistic challenges. Few exercises
included any challenges representative of real-world-scale
programs (N=9). This practice may inhibit learning practical
skills for scaling analyses to larger programs. However, many
organizers specifically avoid realistic challenges to focus
attention on specific concepts, which they considered more
important (O=10). Others chose to avoid complexity—and
accordingly limit extraneous tasks—because they wanted to
make sure their exercise was fun and engaging (O=6). In fact,
this is a common educational tradeoff between realistic settings
and extraneous load (discussed later in Section III-E2). The
gCTF organizers explained “you focus mostly on the problem
solving part that gives the players joy. . . The recon part is
required in real world pen testing. . . , but in some cases, it
either will be mostly luck based if you are looking in the
right place at the right time, or developing the [necessary]
infrastructure will just take most of your weekend.” Because of
these tradeoffs and the inherent difficulty of building realistic
challenges (O=2), it seems likely that realistic challenges should
be included purposefully but sparingly.

We note that this was the most commonly updated dimension
during interviews (O=3). In all three cases, our result changed
from “No” to “Partial,” as the exercises included a few realistic



challenges among a large number provided by the community.
This may indicate we underestimate the number of exercises
providing realistic challenges; however, organizers generally
agreed that realistic challenges were rare, meaning the average
student would rarely or never encounter them.

While realistic challenges were uncommon, HackEDU used
a unique approach to incorporating real-world programs: provid-
ing vulnerable programs reproduced from public vulnerability
reports on HackerOne, a popular bug bounty platform.

C. Practice and Feedback

Prior work shows students must perform a task to achieve
mastery [77], [83], [84]. Through deliberate, active practice, stu-
dents can translate abstract concepts into practical knowledge.
To support this practice, students must also receive tailored
feedback to guide learning to specific goals [19]. Without
feedback, students may become lost or misunderstand the
exercise’s learning objective [18], [19], [79]. Therefore, we
considered two dimension groups: actionability and feedback.

1) Actionability: For Actionability, we considered the types
of tasks exercises ask students to complete. Specifically,
whether students had to exploit insecure programs (e.g., perform
a buffer overflow or decrypt a weak ciphertext) or write
secure programs—from scratch or by patching vulnerable code.
For the latter, we did not consider exercises that required
students to write programs for exploitation purposes (e.g., to
brute-force a cryptographic challenge). We only considered
an exercise as meeting this dimension if the code students
produced was evaluated for security vulnerabilities. We found
that all exercises required students to exploit programs, so we
show these results in Appendix C for brevity.

Secure development practice was uncommon in our
dataset. Very few exercises (N=5) included challenges asking
students to write secure code and two (Hellbound Hackers
and Pwnable) only included a few (6% and 12% of reviewed
challenges, respectively). Instead, students are left to make the
logical jump from identifying and exploiting to preventing a
vulnerability without educational support. For example, XSS-
Game—explicitly targeted at training developers—has students
identify XSS vulnerabilities, but does not include any infor-
mation regarding the impact of these types of vulnerabilities
or how to avoid them. Most organizers agreed that this is
because secure development practice is difficult to evaluate
(O=8). This included the XSS-Game organizers, who said “the
problem is that it’s really hard to test that [the vulnerability is]
fixed properly. . . You actually either have to have somebody
manually test it, or a really good checker that’s checking a ton
of edge cases.” Other organizers chose not to include secure
development challenges because they wanted to limit the scope
of their exercise to focus students on exploitation (O=7).

The three exceptions were HackEDU [41], BIBIFI [46], and
iCTF [37]. HackEDU used a similar structure to other exercises,
asking students to first identify and exploit the vulnerability
in sample code. However, students then patch the vulnerable
program by following instructions that walked them through
how to make the program secure. BIBIFI and iCTF used

variations of an attack/defense model. iCTF provided each team
with a set of identical vulnerable services running on a shared
network. Students were tasked with finding vulnerabilities that
they could exploit on other teams’ machines (attack) and patch
on their own (defense). BIBIFI followed a similar approach,
but asked participants to first write their own medium-sized
application according to a given specification, considering
tradeoffs between security and functionality. Other teams then
search for vulnerabilities in the student’s code; when found, the
original students are asked to patch the identified vulnerabilities.

BIBIFI and iCTF are not unique in their use of the
attack/defense model, and we expect we would have seen more
examples of secure development practice if more attack/defense
exercises were included. Unfortunately, because this model
depends on live interaction with other competitors, exercises
using this model are typically only available during restricted
time periods. We were only able to actively participate in these
two, due to direct support of their organizers. However, as both
organizers pointed out, the attack/defense model introduces
inherent tradeoffs. To facilitate the back-and-forth offensive
and defensive actions, motivation throughout the competition is
needed. To maintain fair gameplay, this limits possible support,
structure, and peer engagement. Also, the live nature of services
(i.e., students could patch at any time) introduces logistical
hurdles, for example in indicating challenge difficulty. Finally,
while attack/defense exercises offer a better option for secure
development practice, “coding to the test” is still possible. Other
teams have limited time to review and exploit modifications, so
students may be incentivized to produce minimal fixes without
resolving underlying security problems.

2) Feedback: We considered several potential forms of
Feedback. The first—expected to be most helpful [85]—was
direct, in-context feedback, where guidance is tailored to the
student’s approach so far, directing them down the “correct
path.” We also considered whether less tailored feedback was
included in the form of static hints or opportunities for students
to seek feedback in forums or challenge walkthroughs.

Exercises rarely provided direct feedback throughout.
Most exercises only provided direct feedback in the form of
a “flag check” (N=19): allowing a student to verify they have
identified the correct solution by submitting a random string
associated with challenge success. This string matching is
likely problematic, as simple typos or copy/pasting issues can
lead students to misinterpret rejected submissions as incorrect
solutions. This problem is further exacerbated when some
exercises (N=4) do not use consistent flag formats, causing
students to question whether the string found is actually a flag.

Some challenges provide “correct path” markers. In
exercises marked as partial (N=10), some challenges update
their output if the student is following the correct path, even
if the exploit was not fully successful. For example, in Root-
me.org’s Format string bug basic 2 challenge, the program
checks for target address modifications. If this address is
modified, but not to the correct address, the program outputs
“You’re on the right track.” However, this feedback was sparse
within exercises, with only one or two challenges providing it.



Many organizers said providing specifically tailored feed-
back for each challenge was difficult (O=6). The GirlsGo
CyberStart organizer pointed out that for some challenges
where exploitation occurs locally, they do not have a way to
track student behavior, saying “How would I know what [the
student] is staring at?” Instead of providing automated feedback,
many organizers opted to provide tailored information in the
exercise’s forum based on student demand (O=6). Smash the
Stack’s organizer explained, “They’ll either email us and say,
‘Hey, we’re stuck here’ and we’ll respond, or they’ll join IRC
and ask their questions there. Usually, someone, an admin or
just other players, will exchange hints.” We discuss this forum-
based support in more detail in our review of the Question
support and Group discussion dimensions in this section and
Section III-E1, respectively. Finally, three organizers said they
had not considered providing automated feedback, but agreed
that it would be useful to include in future challenges.

BIBIFI and iCTF provide exploit examples. In BIBIFI’s
break phase and throughout iCTF, students identify and exploit
vulnerabilities other teams’ services. In BIBIFI, students are
notified of successful exploits against their code, demonstrating
mistakes they made in development. In iCTF, students monitor
network traffic and observe other teams’ exploit attempts.
Because this likely produces multiple variations on the same
exploit, students receive rich feedback on mistakes made during
initial development or patching. Unfortunately, in both, there
is no feedback more detailed than success or failure. Also,
in BIBIFI, because students work on one project, there is no
opportunity to practice and receive feedback in varied contexts.

Students can get help when stuck. All but three exercises
either allow students to ask the organizers questions or provide
static hints to help point students in the right direction (22 do
some of both). For example, XSS-Game allows students to
reveal hints, which get progressively more informative. In the
early challenges in XSS-Game (33% of challenges reviewed),
the final hint provides the solution, to help inexperienced
students get started. Unfortunately, if hints are not well crafted,
they can be misleading and cause the student to consider
an incorrect path. For example, in CTFlearn’s Prehashbrown
challenge, the student is given the hint to “login as admin” and
is shown a login screen. This might suggest a need to exploit
the provided login form. However, the student actually needs
to register an account and exploit a SQL injection vulnerability
in a search screen provided after login. We did not observe
any relation to the admin account when solving this exercise.

In every exercise except BIBIFI, Mr. Code, and iCTF,
students can find textual or video instructions for solving some
challenges (95% of challenges reviewed on average). In several
cases, the exercise provided a few (69% of challenges reviewed
on average) directly on their website (N=10). For example, in
GirlsGo CyberStart and picoCTF, the organizers provide videos
demonstrating how to solve the first few challenges (24% of
challenges reviewed on average) to get students started. We
also found that walkthroughs were produced organically by
participants for most exercises (N=27), even if some organizers
already provided some walkthroughs themselves (N=7) or tried

to discourage their creation to prevent students from copying
solutions (O=3). In BIBIFI and iCTF, students were prohibited
from producing write-ups while the competition was live, but
encouraged to add them afterwards to provide after-action
feedback to other students. Several organizers prided themselves
on the support provided by the community and relied on these
informal communications to support struggling students (O=5).

D. Encouraging Metacognitive Learning

Metacognitive learning has two main components: students’
abilities to predict learning task outcomes and gauge their grasp
of concepts [78], [79]. Guiding students to reflect on why their
solutions work helps develop deeper conceptual understanding
and supports knowledge transfer to new settings [32], [86]–
[88]. It also helps students identify knowledge gaps and target
further learning [32]. One way exercises could encourage
metacognition is to prompt students to verbalize why their
solution worked, e.g., via a pop-up after submitting a correct
solution. This is similar to after-action discussions common
in other expert domains, which guide consideration of how
lessons learned might apply to other contexts [89].

1) Transfer Learning: To determine whether exercises
supported metacognitive learning, we asked whether they taught
how, when, and why particular exploits or mitigation techniques
should be used. Answering these questions likely helps students
apply knowledge learned from the challenge to real-world use.

Few exercises guided transfer beyond the challenge
context. While almost all exercises taught how to use each
concept through hands-on exercises (N=30), very few explicitly
explained when (N=6) or why (N=5) to use a security concept
in other settings. In these few cases, the organizers provided
authoritative materials (e.g., video lectures or additional read-
ing) around each challenge instructing students on the specific
setting details and how approaches should change with new
settings. For example, HackEDU and Pwn College provide
lecture materials describing progressively more challenging
exploit techniques in the face of ever increasing defensive
mitigations. While this is a useful tool for learners, it falls short
of best practice recommendations for metacognition, which
suggest active student engagement [90].

The partial designation was used if it was possible to
implicitly determine when or why a particular concept was
needed by comparing similar challenges. However, this is
not ideal, as students may need a sufficiently strong a priori
conceptual understanding to identify the nuanced differences.

Interestingly, this was this was the dimension group organiz-
ers most often reported not considering (O=9). As an example,
when we explained metacognition to the picoCTF organizer,
they said “I don’t know if I ever heard of metacognition
before. . . that could really guide us in developing problems
that can guide our learners even better.”

2) Support: Once students evaluate their grasp on concepts
and identify points requiring clarity, they will seek additional
information to fill those gaps. Exercises can support students
by linking to additional materials beyond the exercise’s scope.



Most exercises provided resources for further investiga-
tion. A majority of exercises did provide additional resources
to some extent (N=17). These materials often took the form
of “Useful links” (N=15), sometimes only for a subset of
covered concepts (N=4). While these resource lists are useful,
students may find it difficult to identify which to follow
for a specific question. Some exercises improve on this by
providing relevant resource links with each challenge (N=10).
For example, HackEDU included links to relevant blog posts in
the challenge description. Organizers who did not provide these
resources generally believed students were provided enough
information to find resources on their own (O=6). The XSS-
Game organizers expressed this sentiment, saying “Either from
the description of the challenge or the source code, the user
should be able to figure out what to learn about.”

E. Establishing an Environment Conducive to Learning

Finally, we considered the social environment in which
students participate. Social climate (e.g., interactions with
other students and educators) has been shown to impact
learning generally. A negative environment can hamper student
progress, while a positive environment can excite and engage
students [19], [91]. By participating in a group setting, students
receive mentoring from more senior students, brainstorm pos-
sible solutions with peers, and get support and encouragement
when stuck [92]. Additionally, the educational environment
can have a significant impact on whether students feel “good
enough” to participate [91]. If the perceived barrier to entry is
high, students may choose not to try. This is especially true
for commonly underrepresented populations [93]–[95].

We characterize the environment along two dimension
groups: interactions among students (Peer Learning) and
between the organizers and students (Inclusive Setup).

1) Peer Learning: Peer learning intuitively lightens the
burden on organizers, as other students can act as a first-line
support. More importantly, students can collaboratively develop
knowledge (as opposed to being given it by the organizer),
producing more robust understanding [92]. Peer learning has
also been shown to improve intrinsic motivation, as students
who feel that others depend on their participation are more
likely to continue in the face of difficulties [19], [69]. To
evaluate whether an exercise provided peer-based learning, we
considered whether it explicitly encouraged team formation
through a provided team-creation feature (i.e., not just allowing
team creation out-of-band) and whether there is an online forum
created by the organizers for students to discuss challenges.

Exercises help students find community in online forums.
Most exercises provided IRC, Slack, or Discord channels or
online forums where students could post questions and share
their experiences (N=18). For example, picoCTF created a
dedicated Q&A forum in Piazza [96] with sections for each
problem category for students to post questions as well as
view and respond to others’ questions. As mentioned in our
discussion of Feedback and Question Support, several exercise
organizers said community participation is important for student
success (O=8). The HackTheBox organizers explained that they

have “a vocal community that everyone chats. . . in order to help
each other to understand challenges and learn.” Similarly, the
Crackmes.one organizer said “for a newcomer to the platform,
if they don’t join the Discord, they will not have all the
information.” When organizers did not provide a discussion
forum, students sometimes organized one (these were marked as
“Partial” implementations, N=3). Because they are not directly
linked by the exercise, in some cases these were only identified
through organizer interviews, making our results a lower bound
on the number of exercises with a discussion forum. iCTF was
marked “Partial” because it did not allow discussion among
teams until after the competition to ensure fairness.

Almost all the exercises without a forum were Syn-
chronous. Organizers attributed this to their initial competitive
design (O=6). For example, the Angstrom organizer explained
that during the competition “Everybody’s competing against
each other.” Now that the competition is over, “people are
now allowed to collaborate. We should probably add a channel
to support that, but we have not.” The Mr. Code organizer
explained, “People join at different times and learn at different
rates,” so a forum does not make sense.

Team participation was allowed in most exercises but
rarely explicitly supported. A competition setting disincen-
tivizes the close collaboration that may support in-depth learn-
ing. Allowing team participation can act as a middle ground.
However, few exercises provided support to help students who
were not already members of clubs or organizations form teams
(N=9). picoCTF provided the clearest example of team support,
providing a “team recruitment” channel in their online forum
to help students create virtual teams. picoCTF also included a
built-in feature for “classrooms,” where students could register
together in groups with a dedicated scoreboard, as well as
resources to help teachers support their classes. Similarly to
discussion forums, teams were not supported when students
were expected to move at their own pace (O=2) or because
organizers wanted to target individual-level competition (O=4).
As an example of the latter, the Smash the Stack organizer
explained, “We bring people on board to help organize that
we see progress through the game rapidly,” making individual
participation necessary to determine potential new organizers.

2) Inclusive Setup: Finally, we consider each exercise’s fram-
ing with respect to extraneous load and terminology. Extraneous
load is any cognitive challenge required to complete tasks but
not directly related to the concepts being taught [82]. Significant
extraneous load can cause students to become stuck and quit
for reasons unrelated to the challenge’s learning goals [69].
Exercise terminology could also affect less experienced students
struggling with new concepts. Reassuring terminology may let
students know their struggles are expected and that the solution
is not beyond them [69]. Conversely, terminology that demeans
newcomers may reinforce imposter-like feelings. A “Partial”
mark here indicates that we found the terminology used to be
neutral: neither supportive nor demeaning.

Extraneous load varied widely. Most exercises introduce
some extraneous load, such as determining how to run and
reverse engineer a binary compiled for a different OS (e.g.,



installing a virtual machine) (N=11). In another example, Cyber
Talents used varying flag formats, making it harder to determine
how to correctly submit flags. Many exercises took steps
to reduce extraneous load, such as providing browser-based
tooling (e.g., wireshark, command line, disassembler) (N=6) or
a server with required tools installed (N=5). Perhaps the clearest
examples were Microcorruption, which allowed students to
perform all required tasks with a browser-based disassembler
and debugger, and Pwn College, which included links to
binaries pre-loaded in the BinaryNinja cloud service [97].

Extraneous load is not always bad. While reducing
extraneous load is helpful for learning—especially for less
experienced students—we do not suggest that extraneous tasks
be avoided in every case. Typically, these tasks reflect processes
students need to understand and perform in a real-world
setting, which corresponds to the real-world dimension in Sec-
tion III-B2. In fact, most organizers who did include extraneous
load said it was intended to provide a realistic experience (O=6).
Perhaps the most extraneous load is introduced by BIBIFI,
which requires the development of a medium-sized program
with non-security-relevant features. This requires more effort
on extraneous tasks, but is intended to be more representative
of a real-world programming scenario. The BIBIFI organizer
explained “this is just part of the process of building a real
system. So that’s a tradeoff. We decided to do it because it gives
people real experience.” Introducing extraneous load should be
considered carefully and in the context of a student’s learning
progression, in conjunction with decisions discussed previously
about connecting to prior knowledge and organizing knowledge
to provide context (Sections III-A1 and III-B2, respectively).

Most exercises used supportive terminology, but a few
marginalized beginners. A majority of exercises included
language in their rules or FAQs offering encouragement (N=18).
For example, Vulnhub offered several strategies for dealing
with “stuck-ness” and Root-me.org suggested a learning path to
help new students work up to more complicated problems. This
supportive terminology, along with tailoring exercise difficulty
to experience (Section III-A1), will likely improve student
confidence and engagement [69]. However, some exercises
use terminology that marginalizes newer students who might
struggle with basic concepts (N=5). This included HackthisSite
calling their first challenge the “idiot” challenge and saying “if
you can’t solve it, don’t go crying to anyone because they’ll
just make fun of you” and Pwn College referring to their easiest
challenge level as the “baby” level. The Pwn College organizers
explained that “baby” notation is common in the CTF culture,
and that using it was intended to give students a point of
reference across CTFs. However, they agreed “someone might
interpret it negatively, and we will consider this point.”

IV. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Through our online hacking exercise review and interviews
with organizers, we found that no exercise implemented every
pedagogical principle, but there were many creative approaches
taken across the exercise landscape. Overall, our analysis
found a few dimensions where exercises showed room for

improvement and others where there are clear tradeoffs between
principles. We do not expect every organizer to adopt all
recommendations or pedagogical methods, but instead hope this
paper can serve as a roadmap to help organizers thoughtfully
consider their approach, borrow ideas from other exercises,
and select the elements that are the right fit for their context.

We identified four key areas for improvement:
• Most organizers did not consider metacognition, and

there were few realistic challenges. This may cause
difficulties when students try to apply lessons learned
to real situations.

• Many exercises lacked clear, explicit structure, which can
help students establish a more robust knowledge base.

• Inherent technical challenges led most organizers not to
provide secure development practice or tailored feedback.

• Exercises frequently gave students the autonomy to choose
a personalized path, but rarely activated prior knowledge
to explicitly leverage prior experience for learning.

Interestingly, these findings are mostly unique to security
exercises, as compared to Kim and Ko’s review of online
programming tutorials [20]. Many online coding tutorials
provided direct feedback, while this was not common in
our exercises. Conversely, online coding tutorials provided
little personalization based on student experience, but this
was common in security exercises. However, in both settings,
support for metacognition was not common. This may suggest
metacognition is generally not well known or understood.

We also noticed interesting tradeoffs between principles that
should be considered carefully in the design of an exercise.

There is a clear tension between providing realistic
challenges and minimizing extraneous load. The more
realistic a challenge becomes, the more auxiliary tasks are
required. However, this is not a binary decision: There are
a range of good options, which should be intentionally and
explicitly selected to fit learning objectives and students’ current
experience level. One potential approach to this tradeoff would
be to design exercises so that students move from toy challenges
with low extraneous load to more realistic challenges with
more extraneous load as they develop expertise, so they leave
the exercise prepared to perform similar tasks in the real
world. Alternatively, a single “realistic” challenge for each
problem type may be sufficient to provide a bridge to real-
world scenarios, with all other challenges focused solely on
teaching security concepts. Future work is necessary to evaluate
potential design choices along this spectrum.

Community participation can have significant benefits,
but can be difficult to manage. Many exercises rely on an
active community to provide challenges, help assess challenge
difficulty, and support student engagement. However, organizers
reported that this can create a moderation challenge, as they
try to provide overarching structure and context for challenges,
make sure new students receive necessary feedback, and ensure
a supportive culture in discussions. Therefore, organizers should
carefully consider ways to structure community involvement
to gain the benefits of broad participation while advancing
educational goals. Additionally, from a research perspective,



this dynamic indicates that it is necessary to understand not
only how exercises themselves run, but also how the community
operates. Future work should investigate the forums and online
conversations that have grown around exercises.

Competition can get in the way of education. Competition
offers a useful motivational tool; however, it likely also limits
avenues of support for less experienced students through
collaboration and discussion. We observed that in many
cases, organizers leaned toward competition, often simply
as an artifact of an initial offering in a synchronous setting.
Organizers should be conscious of this dynamic, especially after
an exercise is no longer part of a live competition. Prior work
has shown competitive environments in STEM education can
negatively effect student experience, especially for members of
underrepresented populations [69], [98]–[101]. Exercises can
focus on providing more support for team-based learning and
helping new students join the community.

A. Recommendations

With these findings in mind, we suggest recommendations
for exercise organizers and directions for future work.

Support active student engagement in metacognition.
Because many organizers did not consider metacognition, a
first step would be to apply common techniques from learning
sciences to prompt students to consider their learning state. In
Section III-D, we provided one example: asking students to
describe why their solution worked. Another common method
asks students to predict an action’s result prior to performing the
action. For example, students could be prompted—perhaps by
updating the target program to provide an initial text prompt—
to predict the outcome of an exploitation attempt prior to its
execution. This foregrounds students’ current target system
and exploit mental models and prompts them to compare their
prediction to the true outcome. This technique has proven
effective in other domains, helping students recognize their own
incorrect mental models, allowing them to identify gaps in their
understanding and develop deeper conceptual knowledge [102].

Use a graphical syllabus to provide concept structure. A
graphical syllabus is a visual representation (e.g., a flow chart)
of concepts covered in a course and their relationships [103],
[104]. These visualizations have been shown to help students
in other domains process and organize information in both
traditional and online courses. Exercises could adopt this visual
presentation to provide a high-level view of relationships among
challenges, as well as to provide a guide through progressions
of related challenges. For example, the syllabus could begin
as a graph with links among related challenges. As students
progress, more information could be revealed showing how the
challenges are related (e.g., same vulnerability type). Using a
graphical syllabus is also appealing because it fits the gaming
motif common in CTFs: it aligns with roadmaps commonly
used to demonstrate player progression through game levels.

Incentivize production of educational elements in com-
munity submissions. Community-submitted challenges pro-
vide a valuable force multiplier. However, because of the num-
ber of distinct authors, their organization and the hints and other

information they provide can vary widely. This is expected,
since adding these additional elements can be tedious relative
to the more interesting problem of developing the challenge.
This is similar to the well-documented lack of documentation
in APIs and open-source software development [105]–[107].
One possible approach is to apply methods from the crowd-
documentation literature (popularized by sites like StackOver-
flow [108]), including curation activities like voting as well
as incentives such as reputation scores [109]. Additionally,
because there is already a significant amount of community-
generated content available in challenge walkthroughs and
blog posts, future work could also consider developing tools
to support improved knowledge discovery from these sources.

Research is needed to make some dimensions easier to
implement. Future research should explore pedagogical di-
mensions organizers reported as difficult to implement, namely
secure development practice and tailored feedback. The key
challenge in secure development practice is evaluating patched
codes’ security. Manual analysis is time consuming and does
not scale [110]. However, static testing may enable “coding to
the test” without fixing underlying issues, learning the wrong
lessons. Future work could measure static testings’ impact on
actual learning, as well as proposing and testing mechanisms
to elicit security review from other students. This could allow
manual evaluation and scale with student population size, while
providing additional exploitation practice.

Current approaches to tailored feedback rely on developers
writing challenge code to include feedback at key points.
This one-off approach is difficult to execute and does not
scale well.Instead, future work should investigate generalizable
methods to help students understand the target program’s
execution under an exploit attempt, possibly by developing new
visualizations or using machine learning techniques to identify
patterns in successful versus unsuccessful exploits [111]–[113].

V. RELATED WORK

Our pedagogical review gives the first comprehensive view
of the online hacking exercise landscape; however, there has
been significant prior work considering security education. In
this section, we review and compare our work to prior research.

Guidelines for building hacking exercises. Educators and
practitioners have long recognized the benefit of hands-on prac-
tice for computer security education, suggesting the inclusion
of hacking competitions into the academic pipeline [114]–
[116]. This has led several researchers to propose exercise
development guidelines to teach educators how to build these
types of exercises and improve educational outcomes [70],
[117]–[119]. While many of these guidelines provide lim-
ited recommendations for specific pedagogy, Pusey et al.
provide suggestions for tailoring challenges to student prior
experience [70] and establish a supportive environment for
underrepresented populations [119]. In our work, we not only
consider a broader range of pedagogical dimensions, but also
evaluate whether—and why not—these are applied in practice.

New exercises to address specific pedagogy. Several
researchers have proposed novel educational interventions



to implement and evaluate particular pedagogical principles.
Several researchers have incorporated elements of peer-based
instruction, having students participate in teams of varying
experience levels and encouraging collaboration and discussion
among and between teams [4], [5], [7], [15]. Other exercises
go beyond the traditional program exploitation challenges. This
includes challenging students to design and implement secure
systems [9], [14], [120] and perform penetration testing, navi-
gating through sophisticated network topologies and pivoting
from machine-to-machine [10]. Reed et al. evaluate the value of
presenting challenges in the context of an overarching narrative,
finding students were more likely to complete challenges
associated with a storyline [121]. Chung and Cohen outline
challenges related to extraneous load (e.g., difficulty getting
technology set up to be able to participate) and propose
technical solutions to limit initial student burden [16].

Significant effort in this space has focused on evaluating
and improving challenge difficulty, to provide feedback and
ensure challenges are appropriate for learner experience. Chung
and Cohen reflect on years of experiences running the CSAW
CTF [76], highlighting the importance of quality assurance
in challenge development to ensure appropriate difficulty and
feedback within challenges [16]. Owens et al. introduced more
easy and medium difficulty challenges into picoCTF [122],
to provide a more gradual difficulty slope for beginning
students [7]. They found this increased student engagement and
reduced participant dropout over previous years of the exercise.
Several researchers have added time-on-task tracking for each
challenge to compare student behavior (time spent working on
a challenge), student-reported feedback, and original assigned
challenge difficulty [6], [121], [123], using this data to tailor
future exercise progressions and challenge difficulty ratings.
Maennel et al. further suggested this information could be used
by organizers in real-time to identify unintentionally difficult
challenges and support struggling students [123].

Each of these studies have shown the benefit of particular
pedagogical principles in a given context. Our work takes these
principles and asks whether they are applied broadly across the
exercise ecosystem and therefore impacting student education.

Broad exercise educational reviews. While much of the
literature in security education has focused on individual
exercises, there has been some research focused on the
ecosystem more broadly. Tobey et al. studied engagement
among beginning students in three exercises in the National
Cyber League, finding that experienced students are more likely
to be engaged and continue participation [17]. However, the
authors do not indicate reasons for this lack of engagement. By
reviewing the way exercises are organized, we hope to provide
some indication insights into how the exercises themselves
might impact student participation trends.

Karagiannis et al. reviewed 4 open source exercise deploy-
ment platforms to evaluate their usability with respect to
setup and administration [124]. We ask an orthogonal question,
focusing on students’ experiences with specific exercises, not
educators’ experiences setting up exercises generally.

Burns et al. provide an extensive review of 3600 challenges,

outlining the concepts covered and developing a framework
to assess the difficulty of each [11]. This work offers a useful
complement to our own, as it investigates what content exercises
teach and we evaluate how they teach.

Finally, Taylor et al. reviewed the organization and structure
(e.g., whether content is dynamic or static, whether the exercise
is open source) of 36 CTFs. Our work provides additional depth
to this survey as we consider how specific implementation
details impact exercises’ educational characteristics.

Other studies of security education. In addition to these
hands-on hacking exercises, other work has proposed a variety
of security-related educational interventions. These interven-
tions employ some pedagogical principles we discuss. Multiple
researchers have proposed and evaluated adding secure devel-
opment education into the developer’s daily workflow [125]–
[127]. Whitney et al. incorporate security nudges into the
IDE, providing security context as developers write code [125].
Weir et al. take a Participatory Action Research approach,
embedding a security researcher in the development team to
support security decision-making and evaluate this approach’s
effect over time [126]. Similarly, Poller et al. evaluate the
impact of third-party security reviews on security behaviors
over time [127]. Other researchers have suggested narrative-
based education for computer security. Sherman et al. and
Rowe et al. present case studies around exploited systems and
have students discuss the cause and potential mitigations [13],
[128]. Blasco and Quaglia had students discuss attacks and
defenses portrayed in fictional scenarios from popular culture
(e.g., Star Wars: Rogue One) [129]. Other researchers have
had students share stories of relevant experiences [130], [131].
Denning et al. developed a tabletop card game designed to
expose participants to general security problems and adversarial
thinking through its overarching storyline [132]. Relatedly,
Frey et al. developed a tabletop game in which players defend
cyber-physical infrastructure, to help players reflect on security-
relevant decision processes and strategies [133].

VI. CONCLUSION

We described a qualitative review of 31 online hacking
exercises, combined with interviews with 15 organizers of
those exercises, to evaluate the ecosystem as an educational tool.
We found that many pedagogical principles were commonly
instantiated across the ecosystem, often in thoughtful and
creative ways. No exercise, however, embodied all dimensions
examined. We identified several situations where organizers
must typically make tradeoffs among principles, as well as ways
exercise origins in competition can be detrimental for education.
Building on these results, we suggested recommendations
including adding support for metacognition, adopting graphical
syallabi, and incentivizing community members to contribute
to educational aspects of the challenges they develop.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Over the past few months, we have been looking at several
online capture-the-flag competitions, wargames, and other
security exercises with an educational focus. For each exercise,
we completed several challenges reviewing the content and the
way in which this information was presented to students.

Our goal was to see how each exercise is organized, focusing
on features commonly recommended in the learning science and
education literature. This includes features related to connecting
to the learner’s prior knowledge, the organization of knowledge,
providing active practice and feedback, encouraging metacog-
nitive learning, and establishing a supportive environment.

In this interview, I want to talk about each of these categories,
the specific dimensions of each, and how we viewed these as
being applied in your exercise. We have a few goals with this
interview. The first is to make sure we have a clear picture of
your exercise. You know it much better than we ever will, so
we want to tap into your knowledge to make sure we’re not
missing something. Second, we want to understand more about
why your exercise is organized the way it is. The dimensions
we’re looking at are recommendations, not requirements. As
you’ll see, they are many good things and exercise might have.
We would expect an exercise to have some, but not all. So, in
this interview, we want to get at why you decided to include
some, but not others.

A. General Organizational Questions

Before we begin going through our review, I have a few
general questions about your organization to help us better
understand the context in which the exercise was developed.

1) What lead you to create your exercise? That is, what
was your main motivation in providing this educational
platform?

2) Who is your target audience(s)?

B. Analysis Review

Moving on to our review of your exercise, now I’ll go
through each core pedagogical principle and its dimensions.
For each, I will give you our definition and our decision and
then get your response.

For each core principle and related dimension, we provided
the interviewee with the textual definitions given throughout
Section III

For each dimension coded No or Partial, we explained the
reasoning behind our decision and asked the following question
progression:

1) Do you agree?
a) If no: Why not?
b) If yes: Do you agree that this pedagogical dimension

would be helpful to students if implemented?
i) If no: Why not?

ii) If yes: Why did you choose not to implement it?
A) If they said it was too difficult: What are the

challenges?

APPENDIX B
CODEBOOK

In this appendix, we provide the codebook used to categorize
organizer decisions for not fully implementing reviewed
pedagogical principles.
• Does not fit our goals: The organizer considered imple-

menting the dimension, but chose not to because it did not
fit within the structure and intended goals of the exercise.

• Challenging: The organizers considered implementing
the dimension, but decided that implementation would be
too difficult.

• Not considered: The organizers did not consider the
dimension when designing the exercise.

APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONS

In Table II, we present the results of our pedagogical
review that did not show much variety between exercises.
These dimensions were not included in Table I due to space
considerations.
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Synchronous

gCTF† [36]        5

iCTF† [37]        7

Infosec Institute [38] #   #  G#  15

picoCTF† [39]        10

CSAW365 [40]        14

HackEDU [41]     #   3*

Pwnadventure† [42]   G#  #   5

PACTF [43]   # #    15

Angstrom† [44]        7

HXP CTF [45]        5

BIBIFI† [46]   #     N/A

Pwn College† [47]  # #     10

GirlsGo CyberStart† [48]    #    14

Asynchronous

HackTheBox† [49]        15

HackthisSite [50]    #    11

OverTheWire [51]        15

Root-me.org† [52]        11

Vulnhub† [53]        5

Hacker101 [2]        9

Hellbound Hackers [54]        17

Smash the Stack† [55]     #   10

Microcorruption [56]  # #  #   5

Pwnable [57]   #  #   8

Cyber Talents [58]        7

XSS-Game† [59]  #  # #   6

Backdoor [60]        7

Crackmes.one† [61]   #  #   5

CTFlearn [62]        6

HackerTest [63] # #  # #   10

Mr. Code† [64]    #    10

IO Wargame [65]  # #  #   7

† An organizer from this exercise was interviewed or responded via email
to our review.
* HackEDU only offered three publicly available challenges.

TABLE II: Dimensions of our pedagogical analysis not covered in Table I. Each column indicates whether an exercise
implemented the pedagogical dimension fully ( ), partially (G#), or not at all (#). Additionally, the final column gives the
number of challenges reviewed when evaluating each exercise.
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